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It’s the day after Thanksgiving and the words Black Friday are 
everywhere. Some stores opened at 3:00pm yesterday some at 
6:00 pm and some even later. While these were predominantly 
big box retailers, the real in-store shopping experience begins 
today while cyber Monday is just two days later.

Traditionally, this time of year is the time where guys step up 
to the plate to make the “M” commitment – so to speak – and 
begin the ultimate shopping experience of a lifetime selecting 
an engagement ring. This morning, I looked for an interesting 
topic for my column. I’m never quite sure what the topic will be. 
I kind of leave it to intuition and luck for just the right story. This 
morning I found it on The Centurion Newsletter where they 
replicated a video from MVI Marketing on what is essentially 
a small sample focus group on the question of selecting an 
engagement ring.

While this focus group consisted of a total of nine participants 
and as with any focus group study, the results are not necessarily 
projectable to the entire population. In this case the survey was 
conducted among Millennials. Several topics were explored 
and they included where would you purchase an engagement 
ring: in-store or on line? The next topic covered was: would 
you shop together or would the fi nal purchase be made by the 
guy and the ring given as a surprise? Finally, there was some 
commentary on the type of stone preferred and the design of 
the engagement ring.

The surprise was all the women except one preferred the ring 
be purchased in a store and be presented as a surprise. All 
but one expressed some reticence with on-line purchasing. 
This response is certainly good news for retail jewelers whose 
livelihood depends on in-store shopping. It was interesting 
that the one young woman who had no problem with on-
line purchasing was the same one who was not looking for 
a surprise presentation. All of the other women wanted and 
liked the element of surprise as part of the proposal story.

A number of years ago, while I was the Publisher of JCK 
Magazine, we conducted a number of focus group sessions in 
different geographic locales in an effort to learn more about 
attitudes of engaged couples purchasing engagement and 
wedding rings. One location was the northeast and the other 
was the mid-west. The results of both focus group sessions, 
though, were identical. Women, overwhelmingly, wanted to 
receive their engagement rings as surprise. They were looking 
for a storybook story to tell their friends and their relatives. 
They were looking for “Memory Moments.”

I think the surprise for me is the fact the attitudes of engaged 
couples seem not to have changed very much. In the mid-
1990’s, if the recent focus group results are typical and before 
the Internet really started, couples would shop together to 

provide the guy a sense of what style ring and diamond shape 
were preferred. The decision to purchase and how much to 
spend were left to the male in consultation with the jeweler. 

What apparently did change, based on the MVI focus group, 
was a substantial preference to both color accents and in a 
couple of cases the choice of a color center stone. Such 
changes go to, I believe, the changed demographics of 
engaged couples from the mid 90’s to now and the absence 
of a signifi cant advertising effort by DeBeers in the last fi fteen 
years. Both brides and grooms are older, better educated, and 
many are working in their chosen careers. As a consequence 
the taste level of the couples has changed and likely refl ects a 
higher degree of design knowledge and sophistication.

“The more things change, the more they stay the same,” as 
the saying goes. There is, though, considerable logic in the 
opinions expressed by the consumers involved in the study. 
Anyone can learn about diamonds from on-line sources but 
when it comes to the actual purchase, it seems as though the 
consumer still prefers to make this once in a life time purchase 
of an engagement ring in a store preferring to purchase from a 
trusted advisor/jeweler.

Understanding diamonds, diamond grading reports, cut, 
color, clarity all are available from on-line sources but true 
understanding all these topics in the context of the price value 
relationship and being able to see the physical product are 
entirely different than online purchases.

At the end of the trail, there is a big difference in purchasing 
an engagement ring and for that matter any piece of fi ne 
jewelry because we are not dealing with branded products as 
we typically think of them. Grading reports are not certifi cation 
of the attributes of the diamonds they describe. The nuances 
between one cut grade and another can be signifi cant. The 
same applies to color and clarity grades. The only objectively 
verifi able aspect of a diamond is its weight.

The surprise is not that consumers use technology to learn 
about the jewelry they intend to purchase; the surprise may be 
that many still choose to buy in-store from someone they trust.

Frank Dallahan

co-publisher of The Retail Jeweler 

Email Frank@theRetailJeweler.com

By Frank Dallahan

Surprise!
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As the New Year begins you need to make time to re-examine 
your investment portfolio(s) and confi rm that your Investment 
Policy Statement remains true to your original fi nancial goals 
and objectives. 

Regardless, even if for some very good reason, a major event 
– good or bad – has occurred at some other time of the year 
necessitating a specifi c review with your Personal Financial 
Planner/Investment Advisor. Regardless of your current 
portfolio’s return and/or balance, you should hear from your 
Personal Financial Planner/Investment Advisor in January to 
arrange a conversation and/or meeting with them. Remember 
you must have a plan and stick to it – this is not a game of 
musical chairs. I’m a stickler for true client satisfaction and 
customer service and make it a point to contact my client fi rst. 
If your fi nancial advisor is not calling you then you’re probably 
not that important to them i.e., your assets under management 
are not big income producers for them or their fi rms. If that’s 
the case, call them and request a meeting – and if possible 
have it face-to-face. Or better yet – call me. 

If you’re an American History buff like me, you might remember 
the Battle of Bunker Hill fought on June 17, 1775, in Boston. 
As cited by Wiki, 1,200 colonial troops under the command 
of William Prescott stealthily occupied Bunker Hill and Breed’s 
Hill. The famous order “Don’t fi re until you see the whites 
of their eyes” was popularized in stories about the battle of 
Bunker Hill. It is uncertain as to who said it there, since various 
histories, including eyewitness account attribute it to General’s 
Putnam, Stark, Prescott, or Gridley, and it may have been said 
fi rst by one, and repeated by the others, but it was not an 
original statement. The idea dates originally to the general-
king Gustavus Adolphus (1594 – 1632) who gave standing 
orders to his musketeers: “never to give fi re, till they could see 
their own image in the pupil of their enemy’s eye.” Personally, 
I like to meet people in person as you can always read body 

language, listen for infl ections in their speech and read their 
eyes so much better. If you aren’t comfortable with the manner 
in which you’re being serviced and/or personally treated then 
you’d better “run for the hills,” - getting yourself away from 
that situation as quickly as possible. 

Over the last 5 years, this column has written that Asset 
Allocation and the Diversifi cation of one’s Investable Asset(s) 
is the trail I recommend to my clients. My clients come in all 
shapes and sizes, there’s not a “one-size fi ts all” scenario - all 
of my portfolio-construction selections are for that specifi c 
individual, family or business although, certain and specifi c 
aspects of this profession should always remain the same. 
Asset allocation takes into account each and every investor’s:

• risk tolerance
• time horizon
• fi nancial goals. 

In my opinion, these are without a doubt the single most 
important questions to answer in the portfolio-construction 
process, but not every fi rm follows those trail signs. Main 
Street Financial Solutions, LLC, a Registered Investment 
Advisor (RIA), always places the client’s best interests in 
front and ahead of anything else. If for whatever reason you 
believe that a BIG NAME broker/dealer is a must, than go that 
route. I have many friends that work at such fi rms and they’re 
excellent at what they do. Although, the “Mothership” usually 
directs them to recommend certain “suitable” proprietary 
products for your portfolio-construction, these investment 
selections are usually more expensive fee-wise and thus more 
profi table for the fi rm and its fi nancial advisors. As explained 
by Investopedia: In the investment fi eld, there are two primary 
parties able to offer investment advice to individuals, as 
well as institutional clients such as pension funds, non-profi t 
organizations and corporations. These parties are investment 
advisors and investment brokers who work for brokers-dealers. 

By John A. Politi, Jr

Things ain’t what they used to be, and probably never was.  - Will Rogers

PORTFOLIO 
REBALANCING

THE CRITICAL
IMPORTANCE OF
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Many clients may consider the investment advice they receive 
from each party as similar, but there is a key difference that 
may not be completely understood by the investing public. 
The difference pertains to two competing standards to 
which advisors and brokers must adhere, and the distinction 
has important implications for individuals who hire outside 
fi nancial assistance. The author of this article, Choosing A 
Financial Advisor: Suitability Vs. Fiduciary Standards By Ryan 
C. Fuhrmann, CFA , November 17, 2011 

Investment Advisors
According to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), 
investment advisors provide many services, including assisting 
individuals and institutions in making fi nancial decisions 
pertaining to planning for retirement, saving up for a child’s 
college education or planning and developing investment 
strategies to manage assets and portfolios. They can charge 
fees for their services, which can be on an hourly basis or a 
percentage of the assets they manage for clients.

• Broker-Dealers
Broker-dealers serve many of the same functions as investment 
advisors in that they help individuals and institutions make 
important fi nancial decisions. The SEC does make certain 
distinctions though, such as considering them fi nancial 
intermediaries who help connect investors to individual 
investments.

The Fiduciary
Investment advisors are bound to a fi duciary standard that 
was established as part of the Investment Advisors Act of 
1940. They can be regulated by the SEC or state securities 
regulators, both of which hold advisors to a fi duciary standard 
that requires them to put their client’s interests above their 
own. The act is pretty specifi c in defi ning what a fi duciary 
means, and it stipulates that an advisor must place his or her 
interests below that of the client. It consists of a duty of loyalty 
and care, and simply means that the advisor must act in the 
best interest of his or her client. 

The Suitability Rule
Broker-dealers only have to fulfi ll a suitability obligation, which 
is defi ned as making recommendations that are consistent 
with the best interests of the underlying customer. Broker-
dealers are regulated by the Financial Industry Regulatory 
Authority (FINRA) under standards that require them to make 
suitable recommendations to their clients. Instead of having to 
place his or her interests below that of the client, the suitability 
standard only details that the broker-dealer has to reasonably 
believe that any recommendations made are suitable for 
clients, in terms of the client’s fi nancial needs, objectives and 
unique circumstances. A key distinction in terms of loyalty is 
also important, in that a broker’s duty is to the broker-dealer he 
or she works for, not necessarily the client served.

I share this information because overtime a portfolio’s 
investments produce different returns. In essence, the 
portfolio will drift from its target asset allocation, acquiring 
risk-and-return characteristics that may be inconsistent with 
the investor’s goals and preferences. This is where periodic 
rebalancing comes into play. By rebalancing your investment 
portfolio one can diminish the tendency for “portfolio drift,” 
thus potentially reducing their exposure to risk relative to their 
target asset allocation. As part of the portfolio-construction 
process it’s important for investors to develop a rebalancing 
strategy that formally addresses “how often, how far, and 
how much”: That is how frequently the portfolio should be 
monitored; how far an asset allocation can be allowed to 
deviate from its target before it is rebalanced; and whether 
periodic rebalancing should restore a portfolio to its target or 
to a close approximation of the target. 

There can be costs involved with rebalancing:
• Taxes (if applicable)
• Transaction costs to execute and process the trades
• Time and labor to compute the rebalancing amount

Keep in mind though that in addition to these costs, there 
may be trading restrictions that could limit the frequency of 
transacting on the accounts. These costs should always be 
considered when selecting a rebalancing strategy.

For many investors there is a defi nite benefi t to rebalancing. 
Let’s remember that they spend substantial time defi ning their 
investment goals and selecting an asset allocation to help 
them achieve those goals, while also being mindful of the 
tolerance for risk. To be successful, however, they must be able 
to stick to their plan in all kinds of markets. Due to equity risk 
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premium, over long time horizons, the equity portion will likely 
grow faster than the bond portion, exposing a larger portion 
of the portfolio to potential equity market corrections. These 
corrections can lead investors to abandon their investment 
plan, possibly jeopardizing their chances of ever meeting their 
fi nancial goals.

Let us not forget Bear Stearns, the 85-year-old Wall Street fi rm 
known for its tough trading culture, that was rescued from 
impending bankruptcy by a deal with J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. 
on March 16, 2008. According to the Wall Street Journal, “The 
meltdown began in earnest on the evening of Thursday, March 
13, 2008, when Bear executives made a shocking discovery: 
They were nearly out of cash.” Bear was the fi rst major casualty 
of the fi nancial crisis - spiraling from being healthy to practically 
insolvent in about 72 hours. Next, the US Federal Government 
waved good-bye to Lehman Bros. – allowing it to be driven 
off the cliff’s edge in September 2008. It was the “men behind 
the curtain,” mostly all ex-Goldman Sachs Senior Executives 
now working at the various Federal Reserve Banks around the 
country and in Washington, D.C. pulling the levers and pushing 
the buttons all the time deciding who would die another day – 
all at the expense of the US Taxpayer and Consumer Investor. 
Most of today’s millennial investors haven’t gone through these 
fi nancial crises, losing up to 40+% of their investment value, 
having to go from a well-earned retirement culture BACK TO 
WORK and experiencing 2-3 other heart-wrenching “bubble-
bursting” scenarios in the late 1990s and early 2000. This is 
what separates those with a plan from those that couldn’t 
locate the North Star if were sitting atop their head. Sorry 
folks, but I’m most passionate about this subject and volunteer 
countless hours performing pro bono work to educate people 
about Financial Literacy – it’s not all about someone’s assets! 

By rebalancing the portfolio and bringing it back the risk level 
back to an acceptable level, investors are more likely to stick to 
their plan, endure market downturns, and be in a better position 
to meet their long-term fi nancial goals within their investment 

time horizon. The consumer is also just now beginning to 
become better acquainted with Personal Financial Planning, 
the Financial Planning Association and the Certifi ed Financial 
Planning Board of Governors, curriculum and designation. 
There are several designations depending on your specialty 
that a professional can earn through mastery of its curriculum 
and passing very diffi cult exams – not unlike becoming a CPA 
or even an Attorney. Still, not many consumer investors with 
straight forward simple needs truly understand the concept 
or, feel they don’t quality for investment advice because they 
don’t have millions of dollars (absolutely untrue!). Some even 
believe that gaining this advice by forming a relationship with 
a Financial Planner/Investment Advisor is going to be too 
expensive for them to get involved – if you’re one of these 
individuals nothing could be farther from the truth. Please feel 
free to call a credentialed professional working for an RIA and 
then decide for yourself – make a well informed decision. 

In closing, some of the most important advice that can be 
shared with you is:
Given the equity risk premium, it’s important to keep in mind 
that the primary benefi t of portfolio rebalancing is to maintain 
the risk profi le of an investment portfolio over time, rather 
than maximize returns. Reach for something healthy to eat, or 
a good book to read before REACHING for YIELD.

Author’s Note: Please consult with your CFP®, CPA, Registered 
Investment Advisor, and/or Estate/Tax/Eldercare Attorney when 
discussing your fi nancial needs and developing the appropriate 
personal/business fi nancial plan. 

John A. Politi, Jr

John Politi is a designated CRPC® - Chartered 
Retirement Planning Counselor, CFP® Candidate 
and Financial Advisor with Main Street Financial 
Solutions, LLC, located in Harrison, NY. Main 
Street Financial Solutions is a Registered 
Investment Advisor with the Securities & 
Exchange Commission. John’s team provides 
comprehensive and customized, Fee-based 

holistic fi nancial life planning, consultation and investment advisory services 
for individuals, families and businesses. Since 2010, John has volunteered 
his time as the Executive Director of the New York City-based Jewelers for 
Veterans Foundation, a 501(c)(3) non-profi t, dedicated to connecting US 
Military Veterans with training, fi nancial education & employment in the 
jewelry industry. John is an Adjunct Professor and Director of the Action 
Learning Project, Hagan School of Business, Iona College. He holds an 
MBA in Financial Management, MBA-Advanced Certifi cate in Health Care 
Management, Series 65 and successfully completed the Financial Planning 
Certifi cate Program at the Lubin School of Business, Pace University. John 
is a past Board Member and Director of the Financial Planning Association-
Greater Hudson Valley, NY, an active member of the American College of 
Health Care Executives, Westchester County Bar Association and Troop 
Chaplain for his son’s Boy Scouts of America local Troop. John welcomes 
your input and can be contacted at, jpoliti@msfsolutions.com, or telephone 
(914) – 517-7574, fax (914) 517-7577. 
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Numismatics is the study or collection of coins, tokens, paper 
money and sometimes other related objects such as medals. 
There are two categories that describe the value of a coin – 
bullion value and numismatic value. The bullion value of a 
coin depends primarily on the precious metal content within 
the coin. For example, a U.S. Gold Eagle coin would be worth 
much more than a quarter made in the same year because it 
is made of gold as opposed to an alloy of copper and nickel. 
Numismatic value depends primarily on the rarity of the coin 
and not so much on its actual metal content. A pre-1933 
$20 bill, for instance, is worth much more from a numismatic 
perspective than a $20 bill printed today. 

In the fi eld of numismatics, there are methods – both analytical 
and non-analytical – that help collectors and dealers understand 
the value of a coin. It is especially important for coin dealers 
and collectors to preserve the value of the coin by applying a 
non-destructive method. But for an expert to accurately verify 
the exact composition of a coin without causing any damage 
to the coin itself, XRF technology provides unmatched power. 

Take, for example, how XRF technology can help determine 
the value of Canadian dimes and quarters. Many coin series 
are categorized by a unique elemental signature, meaning 
that the amount and type of certain elements are clearly 
defi ned. Any deviation from this composition can be useful 
knowledge for determining the year the coin was minted, or 
to possibly detect fraud. Canadian quarters have well-defi ned 
compositions that changed in the year 1968 from a 50% Ag 
(silver) and 50% Ni (nickel) to a 99.9% Ni composition. Under 
normal circumstances, the minting year would have served as 
a reliable indication for the coin’s composition (and could be 
assessed using non-analytical methods such as reading the 
mint year off the coin itself), but in this case the composition 
change occurred mid-year. The value difference between the 
two compositions could translate into a difference of 700% as 
a result of misidentifi cation 

Based on an example from: www.coinsandcanada.com/coins-prices.
php?canadian_coins=25-cents-1965-2015

By Jonathan Margalit, PhDBy Jonathan Margalit, PhDBy Jonathan Margalit, PhD

Precious Metal Analysis for 
Numismatics Professionals

In the fi rst three articles of this series, we discussed the growing need for precise material 
identifi cation in the jewelry industry and several popular methods to analyze metal composition, 
including x-ray fl uorescence (XRF) technology. In this article, we will cover a lesser known, but just 
as powerful, application of XRF technology – determining the value of coins. 

THE VALUE 
OF A COIN

BULLION VALUE

NUMISMATIC VALUE

The precious metal content within 
the coin

The rarity of the coin and not so 
much on its actual metal content
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03 
Doves by Doron Paloma 

The extremely talented Doron 
Hakimian founder and creator 
behind Doves, draws from his early 
passion of sketching to create 
sensational pieces of fi ne jewelry. 
An architect by nature, this gifted 
visionary puts pencil to paper and 
defi nes designer. This 18K rose 
gold and diamond shield pendant 
has an edgy but classic twist and 
can be worn from day to night.

MSRP $3,800
888-66-DOVES

I love the New Year because it’s a time for fresh starts, setting goals and my favorite 
activity buying new baubles. Even though the holidays have ended I wanted to keep the 
festivities going by showcasing an array of select pieces from great designers and brands. 
These awesome new Look Book picks should start revving your engines into 2016.

{Mix it up!}

02 
Satya Jewelry

Satya Scainetti founder and creator of Satya jewelry, inspires 
us to fi nd our own truth and personal journey through 
her meaningful collections. 
What a great way to start 
the New Year with this 
regeneration18K gold 
plated lotus charm and 
labradorite beaded 
bracelet which symbolizes 
infi nite potential and 
perseverance. 

MSRP $59
877-728-9268

04 
Susan Alexandra 

Infl uenced by the 
magic and artistic 
expressions from high 
fashion runways, Susan 
Alexandra combines 
her own innate sense 
of fashion and personal 
style into entertaining wearable jewelry. This hand painted 
bronze doodle cuff is just one of many super fabulous pieces 
you have to explore. 

MSRP $108
www.susanalexandra.com

By Jackie LeBental

01 
Ritani 

Since 1999 Ritani has been known 
for their gorgeous custom diamond 
engagement rings and loose stones. 
In recent years the global company 
took their passion for jewelry design 
to another level by entering into 
more designer focused collections. 
I fell hard for this 14K yellow gold 
lapis and diamond modern pendant 
which is a perfect addition to 
anyone’s jewelry box including mine! 

MSRP $1,350
888-974-8264
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Jackie LeBental

Jackie LeBental an industry expert and owner of Barri Luxury Consulting, provides designer brands and retailers with personalized 
business solutions and extensive industry guidance. With over 10 years of sales management, growth driven results and passion for 
creative thinking she offers a fresh and honest approach to your business model. To contact Jackie for questions or a business analysis 
you can email her at Jackie@barri.onmicrosoft.com and follow her on Instagram at Barriluxco. www.barriluxuryconsulting.com

05 
Omi Prive 

Having passion for gemstones is an understatement. The 
Nagpal family, who build the house of Omi Prive takes the 
love of gemstones to a different stratosphere. Through 
decades of skill and expertise, this gemstone family has 
produced some of the industry’s most outstanding gemstone 
jewelry. I can not take my eye off this absolutely stunning 
10 carat oval pink tourmaline ring 
anchored with rubies and brilliant 
white diamonds set in 18K rose gold. 

Price upon request
877.OMI.GEMS

06 
Midas Chain 

Whether you are looking for the newest 
trend in gold jewelry or for a sterling 
silver crystal bauble Midas Chain has 
been a premier jewelry manufacturer 
for four generations. They are a part of 
elite buying groups within the industry 
and pride themselves on supplying top 
products and customer service. Dance 
into the New Year with cascading 14K 
earrings, I know I will. 
MSRP $346
877-643-2765

09 
Wolf 1834 

With all of the remarkable jewels and timepieces, one must require a safe and luxurious 
place to keep them preserved. Since the 1800’s, Wolf 1834 has been a leader in 
design and production of highly crafted luxury jewelry and watch boxes. Formed 
on tradition, pride and craftsmanship, the Wolf family offers the best of the 
best when it comes to storage. This elegant leather Chloe jewelry portfolio 
not only looks smart but is the best jewelry travel companion. 
MSRP $129    866-289-9653

07 
Luminox 

Always visible due to their self powered 
glow, Luminox watches have been the 
obvious choice for the US Navy, F-117 
Nighthawk Stealth jet pilots and other 
elite forces since 1993. Rugged, elite and 
sophisticated this Luminox Swiss- made 
45mm carbon case has just the right the 
bells and whistles and comes in the perfect 
shade of olive green. Take charge of the 
New Year wearing this timepiece. 
MSRP $395
415-455-9500

08 
Vale Jewelry

The dynamite sister duo of Vale Jewelry Eva and Ava, use 
their unique and creative personalities to shape each fabulous 
piece of jewelry. Modern and distinctive their collection has 
an eclectic mix of styles ranging 
from bridal alternatives to classic 
everyday looks. You can feel the 
passion behind this chic design 
team when you meet them. This 
open frame cigar band set in 14K 
and diamonds is a 2016 must!
MSRP $595
212-398-2708
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The scariest part of all is that they don’t have to be forceful by 
hacking in cyberspace, either. By using lies and manipulation, 
these criminals – known as phishers – use emails that appear 
to come from legitimate sources, such as your bank, and ask 
you for sensitive information. Many people will unknowingly 
comply and hand over this information without thinking twice.

Avoid falling victim to a phishing attack by 
following these tips:

 •  Never click on unsolicited email links, especially if they are 
asking for sensitive information. Be mindful 
anytime an email communication asks for bank 
or personal information, or asks you to confi rm 
your password. 

•  Be wary of messages that impose threats if you 
fail to respond. 

Hover over links to view the destination of the URL before 
clicking; the URL may be directing you to a phony website. If 
you’re ever directed to go to your bank’s website, do not click 
on the email link, but instead open a new browser window and 
type in the appropriate web address on your own. 

If a website requests sensitive information, check to see that 
it uses encryption. You can tell if a website is using encryption 
if “https” is in the URL or you notice a padlock icon in your 
browser. If you question the legitimacy of a request via email, 
research the number of the company and call it to verify the 
request. Do not use the contact number provided in the email, 
as it may be part of the scam.

•  Never download fi les or open attachments if you 
suspect the email is phishing. These documents 
could be programmed to access your hard drive.

•  Be cautious on all devices, not just your physical 
computer. Phishing isn’t limited to just emails, but 
may also target you on your phone with phony text 
messages and automated calls.

What if it wasn’t your bank, but a trusted friend or colleague 
asking for sensitive information via email? Some criminals 

engage in the highly-targeted practice of “spear phishing,” 
which makes these emails appear nearly authentic. 

Although it is more diffi cult to defend against, these 
tips can help thwart spear phishers:

 •  Be mindful of publicly facing information on your website 
– or even social media – which can give criminals more 
information to make their attacks seem more realistic. Be 
watchful of how many details you are posting on 
social media, including pictures of your premises 
or information about upcoming trips.

 •  If a subject line from a “friend” appears off, call 
the friend or send a separate email asking if it a 
legitimate email. 

Due to the nature of phishing attacks, it is not something that 
an insurance policy will typically cover. Most policies contain 
a False Pretense exclusion, meaning you will not receive 
coverage when covered property has been voluntarily parted 
through any fraudulent scheme, trick, device or false pretense.

This makes it increasingly important for you to stay vigilant 
when handling your sensitive information online.

Learn more safety and security tips at JewelersMutual.com or 
by contacting your local authorized agent. 

Additional Resources: 
http://us.norton.com/spear-phishing-scam-not-sport/article

Reporting phishing 
http://www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/0003-phishing

Examples of phishing 
https://securelist.com/analysis/quarterly-spam-reports/69932/
spam-and-phishing-in-the-fi rst-quarter-of-2015/

By David Sexton
INCREASE YOUR ONLINE SECURITY

David Sexton

David Sexton is vice president of loss prevention 
consulting at Jewelers Mutual Insurance 
Company. Headquartered in Neenah, Wis., 
Jewelers Mutual is the only insurance company in 
the U.S. and Canada that specializes exclusively 
in protecting the jewelry industry and individuals´ 
jewelry.

Crimes in the jewelry industry don’t always have to be violent or forceful. Some savvy 
criminals have taken to cyberspace and instead of stealing your physical inventory, 
they’re opting to target your bank account or hard-drive directly.
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Clean lines and brilliant design characterize Kelim jewelry. There is a rich diversity in the 
collection that includes over 700 organic and geometric designs that are both feminine 
and timeless. From observing the patterns in the kelims, Meral and Halil have developed 
a keen eye for elemental and architectural form in every corner of their environment.  
Their inspiration simply comes from being aware of the intricate beauty that surrounds us 
in our daily lives. Kelim’s timeless matte sterling silver styles are infl uenced by the natural 
beauty of both Turkish and Swiss cultures. Each piece is hand crafted and fi nished.  It 
is modern, wearable jewelry that can literally be worn with jeans and a t-shirt or with a 
cocktail dress.  The designs are fresh and classic, and never trendy.
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Multiple award-winning designer, Samuel Behnam brings more than thirty years 
of artistry and jewelry experience to The Samuel B. Collection. The collection 
focuses on artisan made Balinese sterling silver jewelry with accents of 18-karat 
gold, diamonds, and gemstones.  His approach is blending traditional jewelry 
making techniques with contemporary style so every piece represents an 
innovation in jewelry design.

Sam fi nds inspiration for his jewelry craftsmanship from his world travels and 
his love of art, color and nature.  “Jewelry is not only about style, it’s also about 
life…the everyday magical moment.  
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Continued from Pg 18

The need for more accurate testing methods in the fi eld of 
numismatics has grown recently, as with the jewelry industry, 
because counterfeiters have become more adept at mimicking 
the weight and appearance of real coins. This poses a danger 
to all those involved in the industry of rare coin collecting and 
trading as investors, collectors, brokers and sellers alike must 
be more vigilant in their verifi cation methods. This and other 
industry shifts, including increased government regulation 
of the numismatic market, have led to a higher demand for 
accurate precious metal verifi cation methods. 

There are various methods that coin collectors and dealers use 
to analyze the value of coins, varying in their complexity, ease-
of-use, and the type of information that they provide to the 
user. The most basic method involves examining the overall 
presentation of the coin with simple tools such as a loupe or 
magnifying glass. Collectors are looking for the mint year, any 
surface alterations, special marks, noticeable damages and 
other visible signs that will provide information regarding the 
general condition of the coin and its authenticity. Other simple 
methods such as the ping test or trying to cut through an ice 
cube by holding a coin between your fi ngers can give the user 
a general idea of what type(s) of metals are in the coin. These 
methods, however, do not go far enough in providing accurate, 
quantitative information regarding the coin’s composition, and 
they are subjective in their nature, thus leaving the tester open 
to the possibility of purchasing fraudulent, counterfeit coins. 

Other methods available to collectors and brokers include 
electrical conductivity testers or acid testing kits, which were 
discussed in the last two articles in this series. These methods 
can be used to determine the approximate metal composition 
of a coin, but neither method offers a specifi c read of the 
sample’s composition. In addition, acid testing is destructive, 
as it damages the surface of the coin onto which the acid is 
applied. This is by no means acceptable when it comes to 
evaluation of high-value numismatic coins as it can decrease 
the value by thousands of dollars. 

One of the best methods to accurately determine a coin’s 
composition while preserving its value is to use portable XRF 
technology. Portable XRF analyzers are effective at determining 
the bullion value of coins as they accurately verify their exact 
composition rapidly and without causing any damage to the 
coin itself. In addition, XRF analyzers can detect the existence 
of gold platings, which are commonly used in counterfeit coins. 
Portable XRF analyzers can help coin dealers examine coins 
in bulk quantities, even without removing the coins from the 
wrappers or bags, saving time and money. Because valuable 
coins are often stored in protective thin foils or encapsulated 
in plastic slabs (and their removal is undesired), there is great 
value to any method that can determine the value of a coin 
without removing it from the capsule.

While there are many methods to assess the 
value of coins, XRF technology offers the most 
comprehensive approach. XRF technology provides 
collectors and dealers in the coin collection industry 
one single, accurate, non-destructive method to 
determine the value of their coins. 

By Jonathan Margalit, PhD

Jonathan Margalit is the business development 
manager for Thermo Scientifi c Portable Analytical 
Instruments, a business unit within Thermo Fisher 
Scientifi c. In his role, Margalit manages the 
development of new fi eld portable instruments 
for applications in the precious metals, mining, 
and regulatory (consumer goods, lead paint and 
environmental) markets. He received his PhD from 
the RWTH Aachen, Germany, in the fi eld of high-
temperature aircraft ceramics.
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Precious Metal Analysis for 
Numismatics Professionals
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In 65 years in the jewelry industry, I have never seen a drop in 
diamond prices of this magnitude. Quite the contrary, most 
years, price increases made diamonds more valuable and as 
a rule, a good investment even at the consumer level if the 
merchandise were retained for many years.

Diamond advertising by DeBeers in the 40’s, 50’s, 60’s, 70’s, 
and 80’s had increased budgets and diamond prices increased 
because of improved consumer awareness and demand. The 
“Diamonds Are Forever” campaign built confi dence with 
consumers on two levels. The fi rst was the connection with love 
and diamonds were the symbol of love forever. The second 
was the value proposition that diamonds would retain their 
value for years to come. In most jewelry stores, diamonds and 
diamond jewelry represented 50% of sales. Every jeweler rode 
the DeBeers bandwagon to profi table diamond sales volume. 

The constant increase in the price of diamonds gave jewelers 
a solid foundation to convey to the consumer that not only 
were diamonds a beautiful gem, but also, it had value to some 
degree as an investment over a long period of time. The 
DeBeers advertising campaign was the engine that not only 
created sales it also helped to increase prices and create more 
value. It is undeniable proof that advertising was an important 
ingredient in the success and growth of the diamond industry.

In the late 90’s DeBeers started to reduce ad budgets as their 
control of the diamond market was challenged and as they 
realized other mining concerns were riding their advertising 
coattails. In 2000, DeBeers stopped all consumer advertising. 
The total advertising budget at that point was approximately 
two hundred million dollars in the United States alone.

When the recession of 2008 hit the United States, it had a 
major impact on consumer spending and without consumer 
advertising featuring diamonds, demand for diamonds and 
diamond jewelry started to slow. Lower consumer interest and 
purchases of diamonds is a perfect example of the old saying 
“out of sight out of mind” because a serious ad campaign 
featuring diamonds has not been in effect since 2000. It is 
also worthwhile remembering that every year a new crop of 
consumers enters the marketplace and with each passing year 
the familiarity with “A Diamond Is Forever” declines. Is it any 
wonder millennials are not as interested in diamonds as their 
antecedents were ten years ago?

The past 15 years, without serious ad dollars 
being invested to promote diamond sales, 
had a major negative impact on today’s retail 
jewelry sales. In the last 15 months, diamond 
prices have eroded and their value has 
dropped 29% according to the Rapp Report. 
The situation causes all types of fi nancial 
problems throughout the industry and it all 
proves how important advertising is to any 
product or service.

Many retail jewelers do not respect or recognize the importance 
of advertising in their day-to-day operation. Many spend much 
more time on other phases of the operation than on advertising 
and marketing of the products and services they sell.

Promotion is probably the most important business function 
the administrator of the business can spend his/her time 
and attention. Advertising generates interest, desire, and as 
important traffi c. If there is no store traffi c, there are no sales. 
Without customers and sales, the result is merchandise selling 
at 50-70% off in literally a going out of business sale.

By Ed Coyne
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DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER?



Learning a lesson from what has happened to major players 
in the diamond business should give every owner of a jewelry 
store food for thought. Advertising is a most powerful tool 
you have at your disposal. Use it wisely and you will be the 
beneficiary of a growing business. 

There is some good news, however. The Diamond Producers 
Association (DeBeers, Alarosa, and Rio Tinto) has at last agreed 
to fund a small marketing effort directed to the millennial 
segment of the population this holiday season. The DPA has 
engaged Mothers New York advertising agency to develop 
a digital ad campaign to positively influence millennials for 
diamonds. While the budget is nowhere near what DeBeers 
spent in the heyday of the diamond business, it is a step in the 
right direction. Assuming a positive result, we can look forward 
to increased diamond promotion and a return to stabilized 
value in the product representing half of the retail business. 

Additionally, Forevermark ran a major print campaign and 
marketing effort to promote diamonds prior to Christmas 
2016. Called “Seize The Day” the campaign was targeted 
toward men and appeared in major print publication 
throughout December. Additionally, Forevermark used out-of-
home placements in 17 diamond markets across the United 
States beginning in Philadelphia the week of November 24th. 
It continued in New York, San Francisco, Seattle, and Boston 
ended there on December 7th.

The Forevermark campaign will, in our view, benefit the entire 
industry because its focus is on traditional product; diamond 
engagement rings, diamond pendants, diamond earrings, and 
diamond bracelets.

The combination of these two efforts should have a positive 
effect on the business this holiday season. Let’s hope so, we 
all need diamonds to recover. And, once again, we can look 
forward to a continuation of the meaning of the slogan, “A 
Diamond Is Forever,” truly!

Ed Coyne

Ed Coyne is co-publisher of The Retail Jeweler. 
He can be reached at edcoyne@theretailjeweler.
com
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The Art of Interchangeability

Interchangeable jewelry is nothing new. The concept has 
been around for years and has proven very appealing to 
consumers. One of the drawbacks has been the design of 
the interchangeable pieces. The engineering often creates 
industrial-looking styles or requires special tools to change the 
pieces, which is a disadvantage. 

Now imagine the popularity and versatility of interchangeable 
jewelry that is as beautiful as it is simple to change. Enchantables 
is a collection of interchangeable rings, bracelets and pendants 
with 22 interchangeable gemstones and a Tahitian pearl. The 
Enchantables collection encompasses a variety of design 
groups including Open Your Heart and Twigs, all with the easy-
to-change feature.

Kell Borup is the owner of Per Borup Design, the Danish 
jewelry manufacturer founded by his father Per Borupt in the 
1950s. He created identical rings for Danish Queen Ingrid, 
Princess Margrethe, and Princess Benedikte in celebration of 
the wedding of Princess Anne-Marie to King Constantine of 
Greece in 1964. Today Per Borup Design is one of the few 
remaining fi ne jewelry manufacturers in Denmark. 

For more information on the Enchantables Collection contact their 
US agent Denmark and Company bill@denmarkandcompany.
com or visit www.denmarkandcompany.com.

Emoji Jewels

Consumers can now wear their favorite Emoji. The ubiquitous 
little text and email icons are available as jewelry.

Created by designer Mircea Morgos, Emojewels jewelry is 
crafted in sterling silver and 14K yellow gold with resin inlays. 
An interchangeable system where the faces screw on and 
off enable them to be worn on the rings or pendants. Dome 
shaped beads are also available. They are double sided with a 
different face on each side. The beads have an MSRP of $34 in 
sterling silver or $299 in 14K gold including a leather bracelet 
or necklace. 

The interchangeable rings and pendants are sold as blanks 
(with no tops) MSRP $39 each in sterling silver or $299 each in 
14K gold. The faces are $29 MSRP in sterling silver or $159 in 
14K gold. 

For more information on Emojewels by Carved In Gold call 
313-247-3139.
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Mia Katrin for Jewel Couture LLC Introduces 
Signature Collection

Inspired by the best in classic design throughout the ages, 
updated with a fresh, high-end designer vibe, the new 
Signature Collection offers luxury, excitement, and universal 
appeal. Earrings, rings, pendants and bracelets in 18 karat 
gold or sterling silver accented with diamonds and large 
custom cut gems feature the fi nest materials and meticulous 
workmanship. Clients may custom order pieces with a variety 
of gems including sapphires, emeralds and rubies. Prices 
range from $500 to $4000 MSRP and up.

For more information on Mia Katrin for Jewel Couture call 877-
539-3569.

Yael Designs Pioneers New Fine Jewelry Technique

Designer debuts ground breaking jewelry where two 
gemstones are set as one Award-winning fi ne jewelry house, 
Yael Designs, pioneers a groundbreaking technology that 
allows a gemstone to be set inside another gemstone.

Yael Designs premiered the never before seen technique in 
a one-of-a-kind $119,000 “Sentience” bangle that features a 
7-carat deep blue tanzanite set inside a 26-carat aquamarine. 
This is the fi rst time a gemstone has ever been set inside 
another gemstone in a way where the two appear entirely 

seamless and translucent. The Sentience bangle represents a 
bold innovation in an art form that is centuries old.

As the fi rst piece in a collection that will launch in 2016, the 
bangle was designed by the founder of Yael Designs, Yehouda 
Saketkhou, and crafted with the help of legendary gem cutter 
Glenn Lehrer. Together, they used a gem cut that allows a 
hole to be carved in the middle of a gemstone, a technique 
known as the TorusRingTM Cut, which was developed earlier 
by Lehrer. With Saketkhou’s vision, they took the technique to 
the next level by combining two gemstones in a way where 
the way they are held together is invisible. “When Yehouda 
approached me with his audacious vision of an invisibly set 
stone-within-stone piece, I was intrigued by the challenge,” 
said Lehrer from his studio in California. “It was like jumping 
from a Prius into a Ferrari. Yehouda’s vision stretched me to 
think outside the box of what was possible.”

Even though the gemstones are held together by tiny platinum 
wires, the unique cut creates a mirror effect, making the setting 
completely invisible. In the Sentience bangle, the cut allows the 
deep blue color of the pear-shaped tanzanite to shine through 
the cushion cut aquamarine. The bangle is set in 18kt white 
gold with diamonds and moonstones. “To paraphrase Neil 
Armstrong, this bangle is one small step for Yael Designs and 
a giant leap for the jewelry industry,” said Saketkhou from Yael 
Designs’ headquarters in San Francisco. “Our city prides itself 
on innovation and I’m extremely excited to bring something 
novel to the jewelry industry that is steeped in centuries of 
tradition.”

Yael Designs will launch a collection of gemstone-within-
gemstone jewelry at the annual JCK Luxury Show in Las Vegas 
in June 2016.
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Fortune magazine recently published an article about the 21st century corporation, and described what they called 
a friction-free economy. Fundamentally, that means a company doesn’t need nearly as much as it used to in physical 
assets – citing Apple, Fitbit, and Tesla, for example, even when they make tangible products – in order to grow and attain 
signifi cant value. It also means that we live in a new world where information and money move easily, cheaply, and 
instantly, and where people (like it or not) move at a similar, rapid pace.

The article contained many insights and lessons to be learned for retail jewelers who still have years of business in front of 
them or a family transition in place that will take the store into its next generation. So despite all we hear about internet 
diamond and jewelry companies, big box jewelers, large jewelry chains, and all the other intense competition confronting 
the independent jeweler, here are three signifi cant “new rules” to live by if you want to thrive as a 21st century retailer.

Bill Boyajian

Bill is the former long-time president of the Gemological Institute of America, and is currently founder & president of Bill Boyajian 
& Associates, Inc. His company consults for a wide variety of businesses in the gem and jewelry industry, specializing in leadership, 
business, and organizational development, family transition, and succession planning. Bill is the author of Developing the Mind 
of a Leader – Your Path to Lead and Inspire People. He is a sought-after business coach and speaker, and can be reached at bill@
billboyajianassociates.com.

The 21st Century Jeweler By Bill Boyajian

1. Reinvent 
The Way You 

Do Things

Become a contrarian. Change the 
way you think about the future, 
and make a shift in areas that need 
improvement. Jewelers wonder 
why they don’t grow, but the most 
common reason is that they keep 
doing the same things the same way, 
somehow expecting the miraculous. 
They buy the same products at the 
same price points, they keep the same 
salespeople (despite questionable 
performance), and they delegate 
duties (even for themselves) in the 
exact same way, often without taking 
true ownership of the business.

Here’s one more thing to think about: The average life span of Fortune 500 companies has declined to about one-third of what it 
was in the late 1950s. Expect to see such companies for only about 20 years. Think about how this relates to your own business. 
Change is necessary, and unavoidable. Do it quickly, decisively, and passionately. That’s the best way to thrive in this economy.

2. Get Control of Your 
Most Capital-Intensive 
Asset – Your Inventory

The most valuable retailer in the world, 
Alibaba, holds no inventory. I’m not 
suggesting that you don’t carry merchandise, 
but the average jeweler has far too much 
of it invested in under-performing stock. 
One of my clients holds only one-fourth the 
inventory of his total annual sales, with an 
equal amount held on memo. Another client 
does close to 90% of his total business on 
bridal sales and custom designed pieces 
because he is dedicated to CAD/CAM, all 
in-house. He’s tripled his business in the last 
10 years. These are just two examples of 
jewelers with very different business models, 
but very successful stores

3.Understand the Power 
of Your Leadership 
and Human Capital: 

Businesses succeed or fail based on the 
vitality, commitment, and abilities of their 
leader. If you own a store, you must lead 
it. And to lead it, you must be present, in 
the store and in your community; you must 
be attentive to detail, but without losing 
sight of the big picture; and you must 
understand and execute on adding value 
to the lives of your employees and your 
customers. You must also create a culture 
aligned around your own core values and 
a shared vision for the store and your staff. 
You need to attract and retain quality 
people who see you, and your business, 
as worthy of their time and dedication.
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Maintaining a two-way conversation with 
customers through a social network is referred 
to as online customer engagement, or just 
“engagement” for short. The challenge with 
new media marketing is fi nding the time to 

socially engage with customers. It was easier a few years ago 
when a business could focus their social efforts on a single 
network used by the majority of their customers, but now 
customers are active on different networks for different reasons 
all day long. Maintaining a high level of customer engagement 
across several networks leads to business growth, but it has 
turned into a full time job.

While it’s free to join and use these social 
networks, many of them have started to limit 
the ease of which businesses can reach their 
customers through free methods. Facebook 
has made it very diffi cult for businesses to use 

their network without paying for ads or paying for more people 
to see a post. It’s unknown if other social networks have limited 
the reach of free social posts, but Twitter, Instagram, and 
Pinterest have easy advertising options for local businesses; 
which gives hints that those limitations might be forthcoming 
or subtly exist.

Retail jewelers have to weigh the cost/benefi t of the high level 
of customer engagement on social media compared to just 

paying for the ads. Typically, you’d only pay for an ad through 
a social network when you have something to sell, but social 
networks were created for two-way engaging conversations. 

Customers are less likely to pay attention to you if all you’re 
trying to do is sell something. Therefore, while paying for an 
ad might seem like the easy way to gain exposure through 
a social network, it’s not going to provide the return you’re 
hoping for.

Social network engagement is very different 
than simply paying for an ad. In the past, it 
was easy to create a marketing schedule to 
plan out ads for Valentine’s Day, Mother’s 
Day, Independence Day, Halloween, and 

Black Friday. A typical marketing schedule provides jewelers 
with due dates, in between which there is time to relax before 
planning the next big ad. 

However, there are no breaks when it comes 
to social media. Those everyday customer 
engagements continue to build loyalty 
because they know you are not trying to sell 
to them all the time.

As I write this in late 2015, there’s much speculation over 
the future business usefulness of newer social networks like 

By Matthew A. Perosi

Keep Talking: 
Conversations with Your 
Social Media Audience

The idea of a social network seemed like a fad back when 
MySpace and Friendster dominated the headlines. Now there 
are new social networks that rise and fall in popularity every 
year without mention in a single headline. Social networks are 
now part of the marketing ecology for businesses, and those 
who use them are growing their business.
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Snapchat, Vine, and Periscope. Many in the jewelry and fashion 
industry have already begun to use Periscope to broadcast live 
interviews, runway events, and reviews of jewelry lines. The 
live Periscope videos are incredibly engaging and easy to 
participate, while it’s far more difficult for a jeweler to engage 
on Snapchat or Vine.

Social media conversations with customers 
usually start with an Interesting post. You have 
to post something that customers will find 
interesting and conversation-worthy, which 
usually means photos or videos. Your social 

success will depend heavily on the quality of your imagery. 
Photos of a bracelet on a white background won’t be nearly 
as interesting as showing that same bracelet on a model. 
Naturally, a video would be even better.

On a personal level, it’s very easy to post 
photos and videos online whenever we find 
something worth sharing with our friends. 
Sunsets, sunrises, cats, babies, and even 
pictures of this morning’s breakfast are 

common photos seen every day. None of us plan how we will 
share photos; we just do it because we want to. You could take 
the same approach in your jewelry store by posting random 
product photos and videos every day.

You don’t have to plan out these photos 
or videos too much, and you can use your 
smartphone to take them. It’s reasonable to 
just use a newer smartphone. Every photo 
should have a description, comment, or a 

question that could potentially start a conversation. Simple 
questions like “which do you prefer?” or “what would you 
wear with this?” can start a conversation. Even though 
someone might be answering your question, don’t simply let 
the conversation stop with that answer; instead, reply to their 
answer to keep the conversation going. It’ll make it seem less 
like you are simply talking at them.

Overall, the best usage of social media is to 
establish regular non-selling conversations 
with customers. 

Matthew A Perosi

Matthew Perosi reports the latest Internet trends 
and methods that are most relevant to the 
jewelry industry in his 5-day per week newsletter, 
available through jwag.biz. Tap into the more 
than 1,100 free newsletters to guide you towards 
better usage of websites, social, andmobile. 
Matthew invites your feedback and questions at 
matt@jwag.biz or 973.413.8211. Many questions 
from TRJ readers have turned into great 
newsletter topics.
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Frederic Duclos

Retro 70’s sterling silver 
earring. MSRP: $250.

Frederic Duclos
866.898.3636

THESTYLEPAGE

Steven Royce Designs

14kt white gold bracelet 
with 55.89cts of rubies, pink 
sapphire and diamonds in 
assorted shapes and sizes. 
MSRP: $55,000.

Steven Royce Designs
516.466.0700

Angela George

“Pillow Talk” pendant/necklace 
18kt yellow gold, with pave 
diamond bar, 0.17ctw, adjustable 
length 16/18”. MSRP $1100

Angela George LLC
201.393.0201

Yael Design

30.69ct turquoise bracelet with 1.70ct diamonds 
in 18kt rose gold. Style 10181, MSRP: $13,777.

Yael Design

877.923.595

ABC Gems

Oval emerald ring in platinum 
with rose cut diamonds. 
MSRP: $78,000 triple key.

ABC Gems
800.634.4224

James Breski

Rutilated quartz (20.00cts) 
and diamond (0.13ctw)ring. 
MSRP: $2,000.

James Breski Company
800.346.3436

H. Weiss

14kt karat Desert Gold cuff. 
21mm wide set with .65ctw 
diamonds. MSRP: $4,950.

H. Weiss Company

800.554.9989
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THESTYLEPAGE

Artistry Ltd

“Bella!” fl oral pendant 
necklace in 14k yellow 
gold and includes a 
16”- 18” chain. MSRP: 
$340. Matching earrings 
available.

Artistry Ltd.
888.674.3250

Salmea Jewelry

Leopard Necklace is 
handmade of sterling silver 
mixed with non-tarnished alloy, 
non-allergic palladium base, and 
fi nished with black rhodium plating. 
The centerpiece houses one non-drill 
11.5mm round genuine turquoise 
stone from the Sleeping Beauty 
Mines (limited). MSRP: $1,250.

Salmea Jewelry
310.975.4055

Royal Pearl

8.5mm Japanese cultured pearl 
and diamond .20ctw pendant 18kt 
yellow gold with 16” diamond cut 
wheat chain. MSRP: $1600.

Royal Pearl
800.772.6050

Parlé

Two fi nger opal and diamond 
ring in 14kt gold. MSRP $10,000.

Parlé
208.233.4059

Mark Henry

Alexandrite and 
diamonds in 18kt gold. 
Style RM4365, 
MSRP $4,800.

Mark Henry
212.986.5700

Belle Étoile

White seashell pearls with pink, 
hot pink, lavender, and white 
stones set int rhodium-plated, 
nickel allergy-free, 925 sterling 
silver. MSRP: $175.

Belle Étoile
415.626.9223

Overnight Mountings

Two-Stone ring in 14kt gold as 
polished blanks or semi-mount. 
Also available in any metal or 
color. brochure. 

Overnight Mountings
888.731.1111

Vicente Agor

From the Hokule’a Collection, 
Large Sail Earrings in 18kt gold 
with diamonds. MSRP: $5,845.

Vicente Agor
201.370.4720

Artistry Ltd

“Bella!” fl oral pendant 
necklace in 14k yellow 
gold and includes a 
16”- 18” chain. MSRP: 
$340. Matching earrings 
available.

Artistry Ltd.
888.674.3250

mixed with non-tarnished alloy, 
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Free, Easy App for Retailers

Virtual Diamond Boutique™ launched a new, free, easy-to-use 
digital application for smart phones and tablets that enables 
retailers to virtually and visually source diamonds by price, 
availability and all fi ve C’s, bringing diamond searching to the 
21st century. The new V.db app is free for retailers and offers 
the potential for signifi cant cost savings on both shipping and 
inventory. The state-of-the-art software is available for iPhone, 
iPad and Android devices, providing today’s consumer with a 
new way to shop for diamonds from their favorite retailer. 

“We are the Instagram of the diamond world,” says Founding 
Partner Gil Ohad. “This new technology is exciting because 
it gives the retailer the ability to communicate with today’s 
consumers on their level.”

There are lots of choices out there for electronic diamond 
searching, but the Virtual Diamond Boutique™ is the most 
user-friendly and effi cient option for when we are working with 

a customer, because it is quick, easy and visual,” says Ron Zulli 
of Benari Jewelers in Pennsylvania. “When a customer sees 
the high res imagery and videos on-screen, it becomes much 
more believable and measurable for them. It helps us qualify 
the customer to a much greater degree, which then creates 
cost savings on shipping unnecessary inventory.

The free app provides retailers the opportunity to virtually 
enhance their inventory with literally thousands of available 
diamonds via high quality photos and videography which 
allows the sales associate to pre-sell the stone(s) before 
requesting samples, effectively reducing shipping costs and 
security risks, while also offering the potential for savings 
on inventory investment. The app is visually designed with 
the end consumer in mind, starting with budget and easily 
navigating through shape, size, color, clarity and more. Data 
saving, sharing and reminder options are available, granting 
sales associates the ability to save customers’ favorite stones 
and share or remind them via email, Facebook and other social 
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media outlets. The app also serves as an efficient training tool, 
with visual imagery that makes it easy for new sales associates 
to learn standard diamond terminology and information. For a 
minimal fee, retailers can also opt to add their own inventory to 
the application, making their stones available to other retailers 
to increase turn-over and the overall volume of unit sales.

Virtual Diamond Boutique™ is free for retailers and creates 
visual imagery for unbranded merchandise. V.db also includes 
each stone’s unique Gemprint®, the optical fingerprint of 
the diamond, which strengthens consumer confidence and 
investment protection, and 
generates an insurance discount 
for the customer with most 
reputable insurance companies. 

For more information, please 
visit www.vdbapp.com or call 
212-997-5408

Riva Precision Wins at Brooklyn Made Awards 

Fine jewelry manufacturer, Riva Precision Manufacturing, won 
a Brooklyn Made Award. The Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce 
hosted the third annual Brooklyn Made Awards at Gargiulo’s 
Restaurant in Coney Island, New York. The awards ceremony 
followed the annual membership meeting and trade show for 
the Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce, which was held earlier 
the same day. Riva Precision Manufacturing took home the 
honors of winning the Apparel and Accessories category of 
Brooklyn Made.

The Brooklyn Made Awards, presented by Sayar Lonial, Senior 
Director of Marketing and Communications at the NYU Tandon 
School of Engineering, highlight outstanding manufacturing 
and technology businesses in the borough of Brooklyn. Six 
categories of distinction are identified: food, beverage, 
design, apparel and accessories, hardware and technology, 
and MWBE. 
Riva Precision Manufacturing moved from Long Island City 
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to the Brooklyn Army Terminal in 2013. Riva is a prominent 
fi ne jewelry manufacturer, well-known in the trade for product 
development with medium to large-sized brands. Actively 
engaged in philanthropic activities, the company supports 
Jewelers for Children through a variety of in-house initiatives, 
and has historically partnered within the community to give 
back locally in Brooklyn, most recently with a donation to a 
local Lutheran hospital.

There to receive the award on behalf of Riva Precision 
Manufacturing was Ted Doudak, CEO, and Patrick Bennett, 
Chief Marketing Offi cer for the company. An advocate for 
manufacturing at home, Ted Doudak says, “Riva is an agent 
of change…change for both our employees and our economy. 
When we manufacture in Brooklyn, we change Brooklyn.” 

Carlo A. Scissura, Esq., President and CEO of the Brooklyn 
Chamber said, “The Brooklyn-Made Awards celebrate the very 
best makers in the borough, and Riva Precision Manufacturing 
absolutely falls into that category. From their location in the 
Brooklyn Army Terminal, they develop and manufacture some 
of the fi nest jewelry in the world, and the Chamber is proud to 
present them with this award.” 

For more information about Riva and their manufacturing 
operations, visit their website or email info@rivaprecision.com.

Pease & Curren Refi nery introduces Choice Diamond 
Service 

Pease & Curren, a precious metals refi ner/recycler for almost 
a century, introduces the Pease & Curren Choice Diamond 
Service. Choice Diamond is a complimentary, value added 
appraisal service available to customers who use their Premium 
Stone Removal Process. 

Choice Diamond is a no-obligation, third party appraisal and 
purchase for all stone lots. Three appraisals are obtained 
from a variety of National diamond buyers, assuring the best 
possible price on all stones. 

Completely secure, your stones never leave their facility and are 
only viewed under management’s supervision. The diamond 
buyers view the stones and place blind bids, meaning they 
are not aware whose stones they are bidding on. In addition, 
because of the reputation of the Pease & Curren Premium 
Stone Removal Process, the diamond buyer knows they will 
be viewing some of the cleanest, well sorted stones available. 
“You will be amazed at the quality bids that are offered on 
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the stones” states Ray Farnsworth, Vice President of Pease & 
Curren refiners. “Customers have commented on the time the 
service saves them and the return they wouldn’t normally get 
from marketing the stones on their own.” 

The difference is the buyers come in to bid on multiple stone 
lots. This attracts the highest quality buyers nationwide. If a 
customer is not happy with any of the appraisals, they can just 
refuse and the stones are promptly sent back to them. 

For more information on the programs they offer, such as the 
Corporate Retail Advantage, Premium Stone Removal or State 
of the Art Sweeps Process, please call 800-343-0906 or visit 
www.peaseandcurren.com.

ACE© It Conferences by NAJA

Appraisers Continuing Education
The National Association of Jewelry Appraisers (NAJA) 
announces its 45th Annual Winter ACE© It Education 
Conference to be held in Tucson AZ on January 31 - February 
1, 2016. The appraisal organization dedicated exclusively to 
gems and jewelry, presents an outstanding program to assist 
the professional appraisers’ continuing education and an 
unparalleled networking experience. 

The daily programs are: 

Saturday Pre-Conference Workshops - January 30, 2016
Special Workshop & Lab - Pearls: Natural, Cultured and 
Everything in Between (it’s the in between that scares us!) - 
Eric Fritz, FGA

Sunday, January 31, 2016
•  The Lost Art of Gem Identification - Geoffrey Dominy, FGA 

Everything You Wanted to Know About Sex, OOPS! I mean 
The Kimberley Process, But Were Afraid to Ask! - Patricia 
Syvrud, GIA GG

•  Modern Jewelry Design - Jeffrey Appling, GIA GG

•  Record Size Russian Synthetic Diamonds–Screening and 
Identification - Branko Deljanin, GG

•  Diamonds and Jewelry in Times of Crisis - George Spyromilios, 
CDG

Monday, February 1, 2016

• Sherlocking the Rock - Kate Pleatman, GIA GG

•  Turquoise: A Problematic Stone To Appraise - Vincent 
Rundhaug, GIA GG 

•  The Colorful World of Brazilian Gemstones - Denise Nelson, 
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GIA GG

• Deconstructing the Crystal- Clay Zava 

To retrieve a conference brochure go to http://najaappraisers.
com/html/conferences.html or for further information contact 
Gail Brett Levine, GG, Executive Director, National Association 
of Jewelry Appraisers, 718.896-1536. 

Stuller announces 2016 Annual Bench Jeweler 
Workshop

Introducing the Battle of the Benches Competition

Stuller revealed a revamped 2016 Bench Jeweler Workshop 
itinerary including a new, live competition on the showroom 
fl oor held at their global headquarters in Lafayette, LA April 
1st – 3rd, 2016. 

“We’ve taken this year’s event to a new level,” says Tammy 
Kidder, vice president of merchandising. “Not only is Workshop 
a great opportunity for jewelers from around the country to 

come together to share 
tips, and learn from 
each other and industry 
professionals, but we’re 
also adding some friendly 
competition to the mix.” 

Four exceptional bench 
jewelers will be selected 
(from a pool of qualifi ed 
candidates) to compete 
in the fi rst ever Stuller 
Battle of the Benches 
Competition. For these four, travel expenses (up to $500), 
complimentary event registration, and complimentary lodging 
during the event will be provided. A panel of experts will 
choose the four fi nalists and a fi fth alternate prior to the start 
of Workshop.

“It’s a real-time design contest that will be held on the 
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Workshop floor,” says Kidder. “Contestants will receive the 
exact same materials, tools, guidelines, and challenges.” 

The two-day event will also play host to a number of hands-on 
demonstrations and educational seminars including, but not 
limited to: 

• Diamond Market (new)

• Digital Technology (new)

• Visual Merchandising (new)

• Jewelry Photography (new)

• Platinum (updated)

• Polishing and Plating (updated)

Learn more or register for the workshop at www.stuller.com/
workshop and for more information on the Battle of the Benches 
competition visit www.stuller.com/benchjewelercontest. 

Time Delay Corporation Releases New Catalog and 

Announces New Website 

Dallas based, Time Delay Corporation, manufacturer of 
custom diamond watch accessories (bezels, dials, bracelets), 
pre-owned Rolex dealer and Rolex service provider - has 
announced the release of a new product catalog and the 
revision of their website, www.timedelay.com.

Both the new catalog and updated website offer the finest 
custom diamond dials, bezels, Italian replacement bracelets, 
links and end pieces. Features on the website now include 
tools designed to help jewelers increase sales and provide 
access to webpages that include Time Delay¹s most popular 
pre-owned watches.

Since 1978, Time Delay Corporation expert watchmakers, 
jewelers and customer service specialists have worked 
hand-in-hand to maintain the integrity of their clients’ 
precious timepieces while guaranteeing the highest quality 
craftsmanship in refinishing and refurbishing options.
For more information or to receive a free copy of the new 
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catalog, contact Time Delay Corporation at 800-622-5203 or 
info@timedelay.com or visit www.timedelay.com.

Time Delay Corporation is an independent company and is 
not affi liated with any watch manufacturer or distributor. Rolex 
is a registered trademark of Rolex Watch U.S.A., Inc.

Investigation into Invalidated Reports Continues

GIA offers no-cost confi rmation service

GIA continues to work closely with its database support 
contractor TCS and the Indian police to further the investigation 
of this fraud against the trade.

The two former TCS employees who made the unauthorized 
changes to the GIA grading information database were 
arrested and GIA has suspended the client accounts through 
which the diamonds in question were submitted. The police 
investigation continues. GIA will share new information about 
the investigation that arises.

To address concerns in the trade following the announcement 
of the invalidated reports, GIA will offer a no-cost confi rmation 
service for any diamond grading report originally issued 
from November 2014 through October 2015. Anyone with 
a GIA grading report originally issued in that timeframe who 
is concerned about the accuracy of the report may submit 
the original report and the referenced diamond to any GIA 
location for a confi rmation service at no charge. The no-cost 



confirmation service will be available until January. 30, 2016. 
The diamond and original report must be submitted together 
using the service name “confirmation service” to obtain the 
no-fee invoice.

The 1,042 invalidated reports are a very small percentage of the 
diamond grading reports issued by GIA from November 2014 
through October 2015. To date, only 175 of the diamonds with 
altered reports have been returned to GIA for examination. 
It is imperative that all of the diamonds and their reports be 
returned to GIA for examination to remove the fraudulently 
altered reports from the market.

The diamond trade must hold those who would commit such 
fraudulent acts accountable for their actions. The cooperation 
of the trade is vital as GIA works to fully address this fraud. GIA 
will continue to focus on building consumer confidence and 
trust by making public any effort by any individual, company or 
organization to defraud the trade or consumers.

JIS in Las Vegas

Jewelers International Showcase (JIS) was founded in 1979 
to supply the Jewelry Trade Markets of Latin America, 
the Caribbean, Florida and the rest of the Americas with 
immediate delivery of jewelry product during the busiest and 
most important buying times of the year. 

Beginning this year, JIS makes it’s much anticipated debut 
as a part of Las Vegas Jewelry Week with the JIS Exchange. 
This NEW jewelry trade event brings together the BEST of 
instantaneous, at-show delivery vendors from JIS Miami and 
JCK Las Vegas – two of the largest trade shows in the Western 
Hemisphere – in one convenient location. The doors will open 
for the first time on June 3, 2016 at the beautifully remodeled 
Tropicana Las Vegas – an official Hilton Hotels property and 
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2015 recipient of “The Best of Las Vegas” award. The exciting 
event will provide four full days to buy and sell; closing on 
June 6, 2016. JIS Exchange is uniquely designed to support 
an intimate and secure setting for easy, convenient at-show 
transactions. 

Produced in partnership with JCK Las Vegas, JIS Exchange 
offers a number of amenities for a convenient shopping 
experience between both shows. JIS Exchange buyer badges 
provide immediate access to both the JIS Exchange show fl oor 
at the Tropicana and the JCK Las Vegas show fl oor at Mandalay 
Bay. JCK Las Vegas buyer badges will also be granted access 
to the JIS Exchange show fl oor. For a convenient shopping 
experience of both events, a dedicated express shuttle will run 
frequently between the Tropicana and Mandalay Bay during 
all show days. In addition to these amenities, the beautifully 
remodeled Tropicana is offering special rate rooms for JIS and 
JCK Las Vegas attendees. JIS Exchange is 2016’s can’t miss 
event! 
To register to attend, apply to exhibit, and book your 
accommodations at the Tropicana, please visit jisshow.com/

Exchange. 

Suzanne Miglucci Appointed President and CEO of 
Charles & Colvard

The Board of Directors of Charles & Colvard, Ltd. (Nasdaq:CTHR), 
selected board member Suzanne 
Miglucci to be the next President and 
Chief Executive Offi cer. This follows 
H. Marvin Beasley’s decision to retire 
from his current roles of President, 
Chief Executive Offi cer and Director, 
effective December 1, 2015. 

“Charles & Colvard’s stunning 
gemstones offer a unique value 
proposition for today’s socially 
conscious consumer,” said Ms. Miglucci. “I look forward to 
expanding the Company’s footprint through traditional and 
online channels, and to extending the Charles & Colvard 
brand to a global audience. Mr. Beasley has created a strong 
foundation from which we will grow, and we thank him for his 
many years of service.” 

“Retail is undergoing a monumental transformation,” said 
Neal Goldman, Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors 
of Charles & Colvard. “For brand manufacturers like Charles 
& Colvard to compete successfully, we believe we need to 
embrace omni-channel marketing and distribution strategies 
designed to increase consumer awareness and acceptance 
of Charles & Colvard moissanite. Ms. Miglucci brings these 
talents along with deep branding expertise to us in her new 
role as President and Chief Executive Offi cer of our Company.” 

Mr. Goldman continued, “As corporations strive to optimize 
the customer experience and gain market share in an 
increasingly complex digital marketing space, it is no surprise 
they are turning to their marketing bench to lead the charge. 
With our decision to appoint Ms. Miglucci, Charles & Colvard 
joins the ranks of other brand name market-leading companies 
which have also recently appointed marketing executives to 
their helms. We believe Suzanne, as our new President and 
Chief Executive Offi cer, will advance the Company to its next 
levels of success.” 

In June 2012, Ms. Miglucci stepped into the Chief Marketing 
Offi cer role at ChannelAdvisor Corporation, an e-commerce 
software and services solution provider, where she played 
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a pivotal role in the company’s Initial Public Offering and 
substantial growth. Prior to joining ChannelAdvisor, she served 
as Senior Director, Global Procurement Solution Marketing, 
at SAP, a market leader in enterprise application software. 
Ms. Miglucci has also held executive marketing positions at 
SciQuest, Inc., MicroMass Communications and Arsenal Digital 
Solutions. She has served as a Director of Charles & Colvard 
since August 2015.

Jewelers of America Certifi cation Promotes 
Consumer Confi dence 

Jewelers of America (JA), has certifi ed 133 professionals 
in the areas of Sales, Management and Bench Professional 
Certifi cation this year. Ahead of the critical holiday selling 
season, these prestigious certifi cations help differentiate retail 
stores from competitors and enhance fi ne jewelry customers’ 
trust in jewelry professionals. Open to all jewelry professionals, 
certifi cation can also advance the careers of jewelry sales 
associates, managers and bench jewelers.

“JA Professional Certifi cation helps raise the bar when it comes 
to professionalism in the jewelry industry,” says Susan Posnock, 
JA Director of Public Affairs & Education. “JA certifi cation 
programs promote consumer confi dence by validating an 
individual’s talent, knowledge and jewelry profi ciency to 
consumers.”

The Jewelers of America Professional Sales and Management 
Certifi cation program establishes national standards with 
two-hour exams that evaluate the profi ciency of jewelry 
professionals at two levels. There is no studying required 
for the exams in both jewelry sales and management – the 
certifi cation attests to the existing expertise of the sales or 
management professional. 

“BC Clark has made a commitment to education, and 
having the most professional staff in our region. Jewelers of 
America is a big part of that,” says Coleman Clark, President, 
B.C. Clark Jewelers, Oklahoma City, OK. “We are proud to 
have 23 different staff members that hold JA Professional 
Certifi cations.” 

In addition to sales and management certifi cation, Jewelers 
of America developed the Bench Professional Certifi cation 
program in 1997 to validate and promote the status and 
expertise of jewelry arts professionals. The nationally 
recognized certifi cation – offered at four levels – validates and 
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promotes the status of bench jewelry professionals. It gives 
customers confidence in the ability of a certified bench jeweler 
to provide quality jewelry repairs and custom work. 

Jewelers of America established the Professional Certification 
program in the late 1990s through an industry task force, 
including representatives from all types of retail jewelry stores 
nationwide, with the goal of raising the level of professionalism 
throughout the jewelry industry. Jewelry professionals who 
successfully complete the nationally recognized certification 
program receive acknowledgment from Jewelers of America 
that enhances their standing among colleagues and consumers. 

For more information on the Jewelers of America Professional 
Certification program, please contact Jewelers of America at 
800-223-0673 extensions 8007. 

CONNECTING MAKERS AND JEWELERS

February 2016 Atlanta Show Offers Ideal Showplace for 
Jewelry Artisans and Designers 

Offering an easy way for talented artisans and craftspeople to 
connect with jewelers seeking unique, one-of-a-kind pieces, 
the Atlanta Jewelry Show will once again shine a special 
spotlight on its Handcrafted Studio exhibitors during the 
February 27-29, 2016 edition at the Cobb Galleria Centre.

From well-known artists to up-and-coming craftspeople, 
the Handcrafted Studio exhibit opportunity gives talented 
makers a cost-effective venue to showcase their designs to top 
independent retail jewelers and specialty stores throughout the 
Southeast and neighboring states including Texas, Ohio, Indiana 
and Virginia, who regularly attend the Atlanta Jewelry Show. 

“We are excited to once again open our doors to incredibly 
talented jewelry artisans and designers through our Handcrafted 
Studio exhibits,” said Carol Young, Executive Director, 
Southern Jewelry Travelers Association (SJTA), producers and 
managers of the Atlanta Jewelry Show. “It’s truly a win-win for 
artists seeking new business growth opportunities and retailers 
looking for unique, fresh jewelry designs to enhance their 
merchandise mix.”

 Located in the heart of the exhibition hall, on the center aisle, 
adjacent to the Point of View, A Designer Gallery, Handcrafted 
Studio is in a prominent, high traffic area that promises to attract 
attention from buyers seeking new resources. In addition, 
participating artists will benefit from the Atlanta Jewelry 
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Show’s comprehensive marketing campaign highlighting the 
Handcrafted Studio, including direct mail, buyer relations 
outreach, public relations , social media, as well as a full roster 
of retail educational sessions, nightly “Mingle” networking 
events and more. Artists can also take advantage of a range of 
exhibitor co-promotional tools that can help build their brand 
awareness and booth traffi c. Networking opportunities with 
fellow exhibitors on the show fl oor offers even more benefi ts 
to artists, including the chance to discover new resources and 
contacts for raw materials they need for their own designs. 

Jewelry artists interested in learning more about the benefi ts 
of becoming a Handcrafted Studio exhibitor for the upcoming 
Atlanta Jewelry Show can contact Fran Strauss at 800.241.0344 
or fstrauss@atlantajewelryshow.com .

Mediterranean Gem and Jewellery Conference in 
Spain 2016 Focuses on Diamond Detection and 
Treatments

The second in a series of annual Mediterranean conferences 
will take place at the AC Marriott in the heart of Valencia, 
Spain, May 7 - 9, 2016. Lectures will be offered by leading 
independent laboratory gemologists, diamond treatment 
producers and experts on a broad range of subjects but 
especially on topics that are of most concern and challenging 
to the jewelry industry. 

The theme of this conference will be on DIAMOND 
TREATMENTS and four experts will be discussing various 
related topics:
•  Dr. David Fisher (De Beers Technologies): Progress in the 

Detection of Diamond treatments

•  Dr. Katrien de Corte (HRD lab): Type IIa Diamonds: the Good, 
the Bad and the Ugly

•  Sonny Pope (Suncrest Diamonds): HPHT Processing– 
Improving Color and Value of Diamonds

•  Mikko Åström (MAGI): Practical Applications of FTIR in a 
Gemological Laboratory

Other topics on colored gems, evaluation and jewelry at the 
conference in Valencia include:

•  Dr. Alan Hart (British Museum): The British Museum Natural 
History Gem Collection

•  Lisa Elser (Customgems): Roughing It -Do’s and Don’ts of 
Buying Rough Gemstones Overseas

•  Jeffery Bergman (Primagem): Phenomenal Prices - Market 
Value of Phenomenal Gems

•  Rui Galopim de Carvalho (Independent Consultant): 
Portuguese Royal Jewelry

Gemologists, appraisers and dealers will receive hands-on 
experience with diamonds at two workshops:
•  Diamond Workshop on “Grading and Screening of Natural 

and Synthetic Diamonds” by Manuel Llopis Lopez  
(MLLOPIS), George Spyromilios (IGL) and Branko Deljanin 
(CGL-GRS)

•  Advanced Diamond Workshop with 50 samples on “Using 
Standard and Advanced Instruments to Detect n Natural, 
Synthetic and Treated Diamonds” by Branko Deljanin (CGL-GRS).

•  SPECIAL lecture: Dusan Simic (Analytical Gems & Jewellery): 
Post Treatments of Colorless HPHT Treated IIa Diamonds - ID 
Challenge for Labs

•  ROUND TABLE moderated by John Chapman (Gemetrix) 
on Diamond Treatments in 21st Century with top experts in 
production and identifi cation of treated diamonds followed 
by questions from the attendees. 

All conference participants are invited to submit digital posters 
(gemology/jewelry/education/retail related) for the Poster 
Competition by April 1, 2016. More on speakers, lectures, 
venue, day tour of Valencia and registration are available at 
www.gemconference.com
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Chris Croteau Joins Madison L

Madison L, the New York-based manufacturer 
of gold, diamond and precious stone jewelry, 
announced Chris Croteau has joined the 
company as Senior Vice President of Sales. 

“We’re thrilled to have Chris become an integral part of our 
growing company,” says Eli-Ron Aminoff, Executive Vice 
President. “He brings the ideal balance of experience, integrity 
and enthusiasm we want.” 

Prior to his appointment with Madison L, Chris had been with 
Hearts On Fire for over 18 years, most recently as Director 
of Sales and New Business Development. At Hearts On Fire, 
Croteau was worked in sales, training and merchandising – 
all key functions of the brand. “I fell in love with Madison L’s 
product and culture, added Croteau. “I think the opportunity 
for both independent retail jewelers and for me – personally - 
is great.”

Indo-fusion with a Modern Twist

Ragini Mittal is a jewelry line created by designers Ragini Mittal 
and her mother Chhaya Agarwal. Their work reflects a distinct 
fusion between the traditional, 
bright and bold, Indian Jewelry 
design and a western design 
aesthetic, inspired by the rich 
and vibrant colors of the Indian 
culture. Headquartered in the 
Northeast region of the US and in 
New Delhi, Ragini Mittal is able to 
utilize the inspirations from both 
geographic areas and beautifully 
incorporate the influences into all 
of the collections.

The newest collection, Mari time has arrived. Inspired by 
the essence and enchantment of the ocean, this collection 
of necklaces, bracelets and earrings explores the colors, 
mystery, and allure of the deep. With pieces boasting oceanic 
elements and materials, such as pearls, colored glass, gold, 
and other nautical themes. Ragini’s collection is a true nautical 
expression, where strength, beauty, and the delicate balance 
of nature are all present. 
 
Ragini Mittal represents today’s feminine and fun woman, 
as well as the powerful and bold modern woman. Each 
featured piece is handcrafted in New Delhi by local artisans. 
Empowerment and hand-craftsmanship are Ragini Mittal’s core 
values. Mittal works with and employs a group of four women 
living in New Delhi who assemble all of Mittal’s designs by 
hand and offer artisan work. This collaboration gives these 
women a chance to financially provide for their families and for 
most of the women, is their only source of income. In helping 
women in this way, Ragini Mittal is able to offer empowerment 
to young women through entrepreneurship and is able to stay 
well-connected to their communities. For more information 
visit www.raginimittal.com

Jewelers Mutual Earned 29th Consecutive A+ 
Ratings From A.M. Best

A.M. Best Company, one of the world’s most respected 
insurance rating and information sources has awarded Jewelers 
Mutual Insurance its 29th consecutive A+ rating, signifying “a 
strong significantly secure insurance company.”

Founded in 1913, Jewelers Mutual is the only insurer dedicated 
solely to serving the jewelry industry in the United States and 
Canada, serving both commercial jewelry businesses and 
personal jewelry owners. Jewelers Mutual is headquartered in 
Neenah, Wisconsin. 

“We at Jewelers Mutual are proud to be recognized by A.M. 
Best Company as a strong, financially secure institution,” said 
Jewelers Mutual’s President and CEO Scott Murphy. “We will 
continue to focus on successful business practices and leading 
the jewelry insurance category.”

In their review, A.M. Best’s rating references Jewelers Mutual 
Insurance Company’s strong risk-adjusted capitalization, 
operating results and liquidity. The ratings also consider Jewelers 
Mutual’s excellent risk management practices and reputation as 
the nation’s leading insurance company specializing in jewelry 
insurance and the jewelry industry. The rating also recognizes 
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the company’s management’s focus and adherence to its 
core competency as well as extensive loss control programs 
and well-diversified geographic scope, operating in all fifty 
states and Canada. In addition, the company maintains active 
involvement in loss prevention activities for the jewelry industry.

A.M. Best’s Financial Strength Rating is an independent 
opinion of an insurer’s financial strength and ability to meet 
its ongoing insurance policy and contract obligations. Ratings 
from A.M. Best are derived after a comprehensive quantitative 
and qualitative analysis of a company’s balance sheet strength, 
operating performance and business profile. For more 
information on A.M. Best’s rating process and methodologies, 
visit ambest.com. 

RDI Diamonds- The Next Generation

RDI Diamonds of New York started as a family company over 
23 years ago and as the next generation gets started, the 
tradition continues. Michael Indelicato, CEO of RDI Diamonds, 
didn’t come from money. “My parents were immigrants and I 
was taught the value of hard work,” said Indelicato. “My father 
worked a manufacturing job but had an entrepreneurial spirit 
and was always selling something on the side. Watching his 
natural sales ability drove me to start this business and his 
memory continues to inspire me.”

This sales spirit was definitely genetic as Indelicato’s sister Sara 
LaJuett has been with him since the beginning. As a successful 
Sales Manager, GIA Graduate Gemologist, AGS Registered 
Supplier and mother, LaJuett has helped create the RDI brand 
and is also helping to bring it into the next generation with her 
daughter, Samantha LaJuett, joining the team. 
“My daughter is a GIA Diamond Graduate and is currently 

one of our Simple Solutions Specialists,” said Sara LaJuett. “I 
am thrilled that our dedication to our clients, whom we also 
consider family, is continuing with her.”

 “I started working with my mom and uncle when I was only 
16 years old and always knew I wanted to be a part of the 
family business,” said Samantha LaJuett. “It seemed like a 
fun yet challenging career where I get to work with diamonds 
everyday (not the normal 9-5) and I love that. I can’t wait to 
really start working with all of our fantastic clients and building 
new relationships. Who knew there was more to diamonds 
than just the sparkle!” 

With all of this genetic aptitude for business RDI’s future 
is certainly looking bright and Indelicato couldn’t be more 
proud. “I am thrilled that my father’s legacy continues as his 
grandchildren continue what he started so many years ago.”

Since starting his business in his mother’s basement, Indelicato 
has made his company a giant in the Jewelry Industry. They 
pride themselves on quality, attention to detail, honesty and 
fairness; and taking care of customers is their first priority. With 
offices in Rochester, New York, it is a leader among diamond 
distributors nationally. RDI Diamonds has maintained double-
digit growth and has been recognized  as an INC. 500 honoree.

Jewelry Industry Summit Debuts Updated Website 
and Opens Registration

Event will work to reach a shared vision on what constitutes 
responsible sourcing across all sectors

The Jewelry Industry Summit, an open forum on sustainability 
and responsible sourcing, announced the debut of its updated 
website:www.jewelryindustrysummit.com, where interested 
industry members can register and find details 
on the event. The Summit is taking place at 
the Fashion Institute of Technology in New 
York City from March 11-13, 2016, with 
an opening reception on the evening of 
March 10.

“Consumers care about where 
their products are sourced 
today, there’s no longer any 
question. That means it’s 
important to the future health 
of all of our businesses,” 
says Lita Asscher, president 

Michael, Samantha, and Sara Lita Asscher
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of Royal Asscher, and a member of the planning committee 
for the Summit. “And though there are a number of excellent 
responsible sourcing programs out there, there’s never been 
an industry-wide consensus on what constitutes a vision all 
stakeholders can support. 

The Summit is organized to hear all viewpoints, from miners 
to retailers. It will also include companies representing all 
products, from diamonds, colored gemstones, and precious 
metals, to finished jewelry and timepieces.” 

The Summit will be an interactive, working meeting, with large 
and small discussion groups assisted by professional facilitators 
– rather than a full agenda of speakers. This format contrasts 
with many conferences, in that its central purpose is attendee 
participation.

The Summit has been coordinated by a group of industry 
companies (listed below) in every sector of the international 
trade, also representing all products. The planning committee 
includes: Ann Arnold, BIG – Buyers Intelligence Group; 
Lita Asscher, Royal Asscher; Anna Bario, Bario Neal; Robert 
Bentley, Robert Bentley Company; Mihir Bhansali, Firestar 
Diamond Inc.; Edward Boehm, Rare Source; David Bouffard, 
Signet Jewelers Ltd.; Eric Braunwart, Columbia Gem House, 
Inc.; Lisa Bridge, Ben Bridge Jeweler; Bruce Bridges, Bridges 
Tsavorite; Brandee Dallow, Rio Tinto Diamonds; Bill Farmer, 
Farmer’s Jewelry; Jeffrey Fischer, Fischer Diamonds, Inc.; 
Rebecca Foerster, Leo Schachter Diamonds, LLC; Karen 
Goracke, Borsheim’s; Stewart Grice, Hoover and Strong; Mark 
Hanna, Richline; Hayley Henning, True North Gems; and Steve 
Hodgkins, Rolex USA.

“We are interested in hearing from diverse and new voices,” 
says Eric Braunwart, president of Columbia Gem House. “We 
welcome and encourage participation by companies and 
individual business owners who want to define what responsible 
sourcing means, become informed about programs that exist, 
and discuss if supply chain improvements could be made. 
We want to spread the word that responsible sourcing isn’t 
just about doing good – it’s a smart business move, too. Our 
goal is to align all segments of the industry, from small to 
large retailers, jewelry makers, and designers, to wholesalers, 
traders, manufacturers, refiners, cutters, and miners – both in 
the U.S. and overseas. We will count the Summit a success if 
we get new commitments to a vision of responsible sourcing 
that allows all companies to take part and take action.”

 Also attending the Jewelry Industry Summit will be government 
representatives, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), 
consumer and marketing experts, and affiliated service 
providers such as banks and industry trade associations. 

Experts on responsible sourcing will be invited to create 
informative posters on responsible sourcing issues, which will 
be featured in a posters area of the Summit meeting space. 
To educate Summit participants before the event, the Summit 
Planning Committee also prepared a Resources section at its 
website,http://www.jewelryindustrysummit.com/new-page-3/, 
detailing existing legal requirements, voluntary standards, 
association and company practices, and other initiatives in the 
responsible sourcing field.

The Summit will kick off with a cocktail reception on the evening 
of Thursday, March 10, and will end at lunch time on Sunday, 
March 13. A link to registration takes viewers to the website of 
one of the Summit’s sponsors, the JA New York Show, which is 
handling registration for both events at once.

 Summit registration includes free entry and badges to JA 
New York’s spring show, which will also enable badge holders 
to visit MJSA Expo New York, a show for jewelry makers and 
designers, and Lueur, an antique jewelry show. All three shows 
commence on Sunday, March 13 in different parts of the Javits 
Center in New York City. Summit registration costs $400, with 
a $50 discount for members of a wide range of industry trade 
associations. Each association will give its members a promo 
code to activate the discount. Prospective attendees should 
confirm with their organizations about the codes before 
registering. 

The registration fee includes the cocktail reception on March 
10 and all meals during the summit. It also includes an opening 
day lunch at JA New York. To register, click here: http://www.
jewelryindustrysummit.com/new-page-4/Sponsors of the 
Jewelry Industry Summit to date include ABN Amro bank; 
CIBJO, the World Jewellery Confederation; the JA New 
York Show; and the World Gold Council. A crowd funding 
mechanism online also raised money from individuals for the 
Summit’s creation. 

Additional sponsors are needed to underwrite other costs. 
Contact Summit Administrator Suzan Flamm, atsuzan@
jvclegal.org, for sponsorship opportunities, or visit http://www.
jewelryindustrysummit.com/new-page-73/.
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Pantone Color of the Year

Pantone, the global authority on color and provider of 
professional color standards for the design industries, has 
announced the Color of the Year 2016. This marks a momentous 
occasion: for the fi rst time, Pantone Color Institute has selected 
a harmonious pairing of complementary shades for the Color 
of the Year: Pantone 15-3919 Serenity and Pantone 13-1520 
Rose Quartz.

Found in tandem on the runway, on the streets, and in nature, 
Serenity and Rose Quartz evoke calm, stability and comfort 
even in turbulent times. The seamless union of Serenity and 
Rose Quartz creates balance in a chaotic world by providing 
the perfect counterpoint to the fast-paced, fractured and 
hurried lives we live.

For 2016, consumer eagerness for a calming antidote to the 
stress of modern day lives, a lifestyle that enables wellness, and 
the global experience of a gender blur in fashion were major 
infl uences when selecting of the Color of the Year. In jewelry, 
Rose Quartz and Serenity have long been favored but are re-
emerging as a signifi cant pairing in opals, as well as standing 
alone in rose quartz, and within the blue interfolds of agate.

For examples of how the Pantone Color of the Year is being 
incorporated into jewelry design, we invite you to check 
out Sloane Street, the chic jewelry brand looking to bring 
top-of-the-line colored stones to the market who creates an 
annual piece inspired by the Color of the Year. For the more 
mainstream consumer, the trendy and eco-conscious Alex & 

Ani offers bracelets that feature the Color of the Year, aptly 
named the Serenity Beaded Bangle. The bracelets’ purpose is 
to remind the wearer to treasure life’s peaceful moments.

Color Craft Signs Licensing Agreement With 
Hallmark Cards

Color Craft announced they have signed a licensing agreement 
with Hallmark Cards, Inc. As part of this partnership, Color Craft 
and Hallmark have launched a new Hallmark Jewelry collection 
in all 223 Meijer stores in time for Sweetest Day. 

 Todd Wolleman, President of Color Craft said, “We are thrilled 
to introduce this new collection of Hallmark Jewelry at Meijer.”
The new Hallmark Jewelry program offers customers a 
convenient shopping experience with an accessible, open-
sell top of counter presentation. The fi ne jewelry assortment 
of necklaces and earrings are crafted in Sterling Silver with 
accents of diamond and gemstones, featuring popular icons 
and themes. Each piece is sold complete with Hallmark 
branded gift packaging and complimentary sentiments on 
every box.

“Working with Color Craft and Meijer to launch this collection 
of fi ne jewelry was a perfect fi t for Hallmark.  We’re excited 
to see the product in stores,” said Cindy Mahoney, Vice 
President of Licensing and General Manager, Hallmark 
Jewelry. “Our search for fi ne jewelry partners with best-in-class 
gemstone capabilities, strong retailer relationships and a keen 
understanding of our brand led us to Color Craft.” 

Wolleman went on to say, “Hallmark Jewelry is a unique selling 
concept that combines emotional connectivity with carefully 
designed and curated fi ne jewelry for a unique gift giving 
opportunity, perfect for any occasion. Just within the fi rst few 
weeks, we have already seen positive sales at Meijer.”       TRJ

Pantone 15-3919 
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